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ABSTRACT

The surfzone contains energetic two-dimensional horizontal eddies with length scale larger than the water

depth. Yet, the dominant eddy generation mechanism is not understood. The wave-resolving model funwaveC

is used to simulate surfzone eddies in four case examples, from the SandyDuck field experiment, that had

alongshore uniform bathymetry. The funwaveC model is initialized with the observed bathymetry and the

incident wave field in 8-m depth and reproduces the observed cross-shore structure of significant wave height

and mean alongshore current. Within the surfzone, the wave-resolving funwaveC-modeled E(f, ky) spectra

and the bulk (frequency and ky integrated) rotational velocities are consistent with the observations below the

sea–swell band (,0.05Hz), demonstrating that the model can be used to diagnose surfzone eddy generation

mechanisms. In the mean-squared perturbation vorticity budget, the breaking wave vorticity forcing term is

orders of magnitude larger than the shear instability generation term. Thus, surfzone eddies (vorticity)

generally are not generated through a shear instability, with possible exceptions for very narrow banded in

frequency and direction and highly obliquely large incident waves. The alongshore wavenumber spectra of

breaking wave vorticity forcing is broad with the majority (.80%) of vorticity forcing occurring at short

alongshore scales,20m. However, the alongshore wavenumber spectra of vorticity is red, which may be due

to a 2D turbulence inverse energy cascade bringing energy to longer wavelengths or may result from an

amplified vorticity response to direct forcing at smaller ky.

1. Introduction

The surfzone is a place of energetic two-dimensional

(2D) horizontal turbulent eddies with length scales

greater than the water depth. These horizontal eddies

(hereafter termed eddies) have rotational (as opposed

to irrotational) velocities associated with vertical vor-

ticity (hereafter termed vorticity). Recent observations

and modeling indicate that absolute cross-shore diffu-

sivity, inferred from dye tracers on an alongshore uni-

form beach, is related to the bulk (surfzone averaged)

root-mean-square (rms) horizontal rotational velocities

associated with eddies (Clark et al. 2010, 2011). Drifter-

derived time-dependent absolute cross-shore diffusiv-

ities were consistent with stirring due to surfzone eddies

with Lagrangian (not Eulerian) time scales of O(100 s)

(Spydell and Feddersen 2012b). When alongshore cur-

rent shear was strong, drifter-derived alongshore diffu-

sivities were well predicted by a shear dispersion theory

that includes nonzero Lagrangian time scale (Spydell

and Feddersen 2012a). Thus, 2D surfzone eddies are

responsible for dispersion and dilution of surfzone

tracers on alongshore uniformbeaches.On rip-channeled

(not alongshore uniform) beaches, dispersion may occur

owing to both 2D eddies and mean circulation features

(e.g., Brown et al. 2009).

The most commonly considered (nonpassive) surf-

zone tracer is sediment. Yet, tracers can also include

bubbles (Ma et al. 2011) and pathogens (e.g., Rippy et al.

2013; Feng et al. 2013) that impose health risk on bathers

(e.g., Haile et al. 1999). Gametes and larvae of in-

vertebrates that live in the beach face (such as Donax

clams) are also influenced by the stirring of 2D surfzone

eddies as they traverse the surfzone. Understanding the

processes that generate 2D surfzone eddies is critical to

improved understanding of surfzone tracer dispersion.

Time-dependent 2D eddies within the surfzone were

first identified as a low frequency, nondispersive ridge in

frequency f and alongshore wavenumber ky velocity

spectra E(f, ky) outside of the gravity wave region

(Oltman-Shay et al. 1989). These motions have vari-

ability on Eulerian time scales between 50 and 500 s
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and alongshore length scales between 40 and 250m, and

E(f, ky) ridge slopes are approximately equal to the

mean alongshore current V (e.g., Oltman-Shay et al.

1989; Noyes et al. 2004). The magnitude of these eddy

velocities was also generally related to V (Noyes et al.

2004). However, even during times of weak V, surfzone

eddies are observed. For example, on a monotonic,

alongshore uniform beach with V 5 0m s21, the pres-

ence of a scale-dependent relative diffusivity indicated

the presence of an energetic eddy field with scales

varying from 10 to 50m (Spydell et al. 2007; Spydell and

Feddersen 2009). During times of weak jVj (,0.25ms21),

eddies (rotational velocity outside of the gravity wave

region)were observedwith eddy velocities of 0.1–0.2ms21,

which increased linearly with increased wave height

(MacMahan et al. 2010).

With linear stability analysis, the motions associated

with the E(f, ky) ridge were associated with the shear

instability of the alongshore current (e.g., Bowen and

Holman 1989; Dodd et al. 1992; andmany others), which

is an intrinsic eddy generation mechanism. Thus, these

motions were subsequently dubbed ‘‘shear waves.’’

Shear instabilities of the mean alongshore current, in

particular their nonlinear equilibration, have been stud-

ied with a nonlinear shallow-water equation (NSWE)

with steady wave forcing (thus only allowing the intrinsic

eddy generation) both numerically (e.g., Allen et al. 1996;

Slinn et al. 1998; €Ozkan-Haller and Kirby 1999; Noyes

et al. 2005) and analytically (Feddersen 1998). NSWE

model-derivedE(f, ky) reproduced the overall ridge slope

of the observed E(f, ky) ( €Ozkan-Haller and Kirby 1999;

Noyes et al. 2005). However, the model energy generally

is concentrated at lower f–ky than observed, at any ky is

less broad in frequency than observed, and often under-

predicts the overall variance (Noyes et al. 2005).

Vorticity associated with 2D surfzone eddies is also

generated through the extrinsic mechanism of breaking

wave vorticity forcing, which can occur at a range of

alongshore length scales from 10 to 1001m. Typically,

breaking wave vorticity forcing is conceptualized

through two mechanisms: short-crested wave breaking

and wave groups. Short-crested breaking wave vorticity

forcing is due to along-crest variation in wave dissipa-

tion (Peregrine 1998). Recently, changes in vorticity

with the passage of individual short-crested breaking

waves was observed at 101m length scales (Clark et al.

2012), consistent with the theory of Peregrine (1998).

Wave-resolving (WR) models, such as Boussinesq

models (e.g., Chen et al. 2003; Feddersen et al. 2011),

can generate vorticity by this mechanism. On along-

shore uniform beaches, such along-crest variation re-

quires the presence of obliquely incident waves, whether

obliquely incident monochromatic waves or random,

directionally spread waves. Using a WR Boussinesq

model on a case with highly obliquely incident waves

(358 in 8-m depth), Chen et al. (2003) found 1.5 times

larger rms surfzone vorticity with monochromatic uni-

directional waves relative to directionally spread ran-

domwaves.However, the vorticity generationmechanisms

(shear instability versus wave forcing) were not discussed

norwere the length scale of the vorticity forcing or resulting

vorticity examined. For alongshore uniform beaches and

random waves with a zero mean wave angle, wave di-

rectional spread (Kuik et al. 1988) is required to generate

vorticity. For constant incident wave energy and normally

incident mean wave angle, modeled surfzone-averaged rms

vorticity increases with increasing wave directional spread

(Spydell and Feddersen 2009). Because V was essen-

tially zero, the rms vorticity was generated by breaking

wave vorticity forcing (Spydell and Feddersen 2009).

Because the length scale of horizontal surfzone eddies

is much larger than the water depth, the dynamics of

surfzone eddies likely follow those of forced and dissi-

pative 2D turbulence (e.g., Kraichnan and Montgomery

1980; Tabeling 2002; Boffetta and Ecke 2012). A basic

principle of (both freely decaying and forced) 2D tur-

bulence is that eddy energy cascades to longer length

scales through nonlinear interactions. Therefore, vor-

ticity injected at short scales of 101m may evolve to

larger length scales, creating a rich wavenumber spec-

trum of surfzone eddies.

Surfzone vorticity can also be generated at the longer

alongshore length scales of wave groups, which are re-

lated to the ky width (Dky) of the incident wave field.

Although this mechanism is also present in WRmodels,

it is more commonly associated with wave-averaged

(WA) models where the vorticity forcing is due to the

alongshore variation of (wave breaking induced) radi-

ation stress gradients associated with wave groups: the

slow time and slow alongshore evolution of the wave

envelope (e.g., Reniers et al. 2004; Long and €Ozkan-

Haller 2009). Wave groups are typically modeled with

a wave action equation, which requires (e.g., Van

Dongeren et al. 2003; Reniers et al. 2004) that the in-

cident wave spectra must have small frequency spread

(Df/fp � 1), where fp is the peak frequency, and small

directional spread su. These limitations imply that the

vorticity forcing induced by groups must be at much

larger length scales than that of short-crested breaking

wave vorticity forcing. On alongshore uniform beaches,

WA models with wave group forcing can generate very

low-frequency (VLF , 0.004Hz) rotational motions

that have alongshore length scales ;100m or longer

(Reniers et al. 2004). A WA model with wave group

forcing (Long and €Ozkan-Haller 2009) also gave a broader

E(f, ky) spectrum than intrinsic (shear instability only)
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models (Noyes et al. 2005).WAmodels with wave group

forcing have been successful in reproducing VLF eddy

velocities on rip-channeled beaches (Reniers et al. 2007,

2009). When V ’ 0m s21 (implying dV/dx ’ 0 s21) and

a shear instability is not possible, modeled surfzoneVLF

eddy velocities, simulated with a linear (WA) wave

groupmodel, agreed with observations within a factor of

2 (MacMahan et al. 2010). Linear and nonlinear WA

model solutions were similar, with nonlinear solutions

more broad in ky space, particularly at larger ky
(MacMahan et al. 2010). However, as 2D turbulence

cascades eddy energy to longer length scales, it is unclear

how wave-group-forced motions would generate eddies

at the shorter 5–50-m scales noted in drifter two-particle

observational (Spydell et al. 2007) and modeling (Spydell

and Feddersen 2009) studies.

Whether shear instabilities or vorticity generated by

wave breaking is the more important term in generating

surfzone eddies remains an open question. In addition,

the relative importance of short crested [O(10m) scales]

versus wave group (at much longer scales) vorticity

forcing in generating surfzone eddies is not well un-

derstood. For an idealized surfzone with an alongshore

current ;0.5m s21 strong enough to be unstable, Long

and €Ozkan-Haller (2009) found that vorticity generated

by shear instabilities andbywave group forcing contributed

approximately equally to surfzone-averaged squared po-

tential vorticity dynamics. However, the shorter scales of

vorticity injection by individual breaking waves were not

included, and the model was not compared to field ob-

servations. Observations of surfzone eddies with strong V

have not been directly compared to a model that includes

both the intrinsic shear instability mechanism and extrinsic

wave forcing (short crested or wave groups) mechanisms.

Here, the WR Boussinesq model funwaveC is used to

diagnose the relative importance of the intrinsic shear

instability mechanism and the extrinsic (short crested or

wave group) wave breaking mechanism in generating

surfzone eddies. Four case examples from the SandyDuck

field experiment, where observed E(f, ky) spectra were

compared to results from a NSWE model with steady

forcing (Noyes et al. 2005), are simulated with funwaveC.

The funwaveC model is initialized with the observed ba-

thymetry and incident directional wave field in 8-m water

depth (section 3). The funwaveC model predicts well the

cross-shore variation in significant wave height Hs and

mean alongshore current V (section 4a). For these four

cases, within the surfzone the funwaveC-modeledE(f, ky)

spectra (section 4b) and the bulk (frequency and ky in-

tegrated) rotational velocities (section 4c) are consistent

with the observations, demonstrating that eddy dy-

namics can be diagnosed with funwaveC. Vorticity

dynamics are examined in section 5. The mean-squared

perturbation vorticity budget is examined to determine

the relative importance of shear instability and breaking

wave vorticity forcing in generating surfzone eddies

(section 5a). The alongshore wavenumber spectra of

breaking wave vorticity forcing and vorticity are exam-

ined to explore the dominant-forcing alongshore length

scales and the induced vorticity response (section 5b).

The results are discussed in section 6 and summarized in

section 7.

2. Surfzone observations

Observations were collected as part of the SandyDuck

experiment in August–November 1997 at the Army

Corps of Engineers Field Research Facility (FRF) in

Duck, North Carolina. The observations are described

in detail elsewhere (Elgar et al. 2001; Feddersen and

Guza 2003; Noyes et al. 2002, 2004) and are briefly dis-

cussed here. The FRF coordinate system is used where x

is the cross-shore coordinate increasing offshore with

the shoreline near x 5 110m and y is the alongshore co-

ordinate. A dense cross-shore array of collocated pressure

gauges and current meters (PUV) were deployed at 11

locations on a cross-shore transect extending from the

shoreline to 5.5-m water depth to measure cross-shore

wave and current transformation. In addition, five

alongshore arrays (denoted A1–A5 from closest to far-

thest from shore) of PUV were deployed (Fig. 1) to

measure E(f, ky) for both cross-shore u and alongshore y

velocities using an iterative maximum likelihood esti-

mator at frequencies below the sea–swell band (,0.05Hz)

(Noyes et al. 2002, 2004). A pressure sensor array in 8-m

water depth provides incident wave statistics including

wave spectra, mean wave angle u(f ), and directional

spread su( f) (Kuik et al. 1988). Wind stress tw was es-

timated from measurements at the end of the FRF pier.

Observations of surfzone eddies during the 4-month-

long SandyDuck experiment are described by Noyes

et al. (2004) andMacMahan et al. (2010). Using aNSWE

model with steady forcing, Noyes et al. (2005) simulated

four, 3-h-long case examples, 28 August (0828), 1

November (1101), 13November (1113), and 17November

(1117), that are also simulated here. The bathymetry and

mean circulation in the instrumented area usually was

alongshore homogeneous (Feddersen and Guza 2003),

although alongshore variability of V at the shallowest

array A1 was significant on 1101 and 1113.

3. Models

a. Wave-resolving model funwaveC

The open-source wave-resolving Boussinesq model

funwaveC has been previously used to study a variety of
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surfzone processes including cross-shore tracer disper-

sion driven by individual bores (Feddersen 2007), surf-

zone drifter dispersion in a weak alongshore current

(Spydell and Feddersen 2009), spectral wave trans-

formation, mean currents, and surfzone eddies (Feddersen

et al. 2011), cross-shore tracer dispersion in moderate

alongshore currents (Clark et al. 2011), shoreline runup

(Guza and Feddersen 2012), and net circulation cells on

coral reef spur and groove formations (Rogers et al. 2013).

The model is briefly described here. Additional details

are found elsewhere (Feddersen et al. 2011).

The time-dependent Boussinesq funwaveC model

equations of Nwogu (1993) are similar to the nonlinear

shallow-water equations but include higher order dis-

persive terms. The mass conservation equation is

›h

›t
1$ � [(h1h)u]1$ �Md 5 0,

where h is the instantaneous free-surface elevation, t is

time, h the still water depth, u the instantaneous hori-

zontal velocity at the reference depth zr 5 20.531h

(where z 5 0 at the still water surface), and Md is the

dispersive term (Nwogu 1993). The two-dimensional

horizontal gradient operator $ operates on the cross-

shore x and alongshore y directions. The momentum

equation is

›u

›t
1 u � $u5 2g$h1Fd 1Fbr 2

tb
(h1 h)

1
tw

(h1 h)
2 nbi=

4u , (1)

where g is gravity, Fd the dispersive term (Nwogu 1993),

Fbr the breaking term, tb is the instantaneous bottom

stress, and tw the surface (wind) stress. The biharmonic

friction (=4u) term damps instabilities with hypervis-

cosity nbi between 0.2 to 0.3m4 s21. The bottom stress is

given by a quadratic drag law:

tb 5 cdjuju

with a nondimensional spatially constant drag co-

efficient cd set between 2.3 3 1023 and 2.6 3 1023,

matching Noyes et al. (2005). Although observations

FIG. 1. (a) Plan view of SandyDuck instrument array. Each circle indicates a velocity sensor.

The FRF coordinate system is used where (x, y) are cross- and alongshore, respectively. The

five alongshore arrays are indicated A1–A5. The approximate location of the shoreline is near

x 5 110m. (b) Alongshore-averaged depth below mean sea level vs cross-shore coordinate.
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indicate a larger cd within the surfzone relative to (typi-

cally 4–8-m depth) seaward of the surfzone (Feddersen

et al. 1998), a cross-shore uniform cd is used for simplicity

and because a cd ’ 2.6 3 1023 is consistent with a cross-

shore-integrated momentum balance between along-

shore transects A1–A5 (Feddersen and Guza 2003).

During the four case examples, the observed weak

alongshorewind stress is applied to themodel. The effect of

wave breaking on the momentum equations is parameter-

ized as a Newtonian damping (Kennedy et al. 2000) where

Fbr 5 (h1h)21$ � [nbr(h1h)$u] .

The Lynett (2006) breaking wave eddy viscosity nbr
parameterization is used here with standard parameters,

as in Guza and Feddersen (2012).

The alongshore uniform model bathymetry is based

on those used by Noyes et al. (2005) with an additional

offshore 200-m-wide region of constant depth between

7 and 8m and a subaerial beach extending to 2–2.4m

MSL, depending on the case example, to allow runup.

The constant depth region contains the wavemaker and

a 90-m offshore sponge layer that absorbs seaward-

propagating waves. Shoreline runup is implemented

using the ‘‘thin layer’’ method (Salmon 2002), as de-

scribed in Guza and Feddersen (2012). The total cross-

shore domain is near 870m for all case examples. The

cross- and alongshore grid sizes are 1 and 1.25m, re-

spectively. The alongshore domain width is 1500m with

alongshore periodic boundary conditions.

A wavemaker (Wei et al. 1999), located immediately

onshore of the offshore sponge layer, generates a wave

field that has a target frequency–directional spectrum

based on the observed 8-m depth wave spectra u(f ) and

su(f). Aspects of the wavemaker are briefly described

here with full details in Feddersen et al. (2011). Unlike the

wave group model offshore boundary condition of a wave

envelope (Van Dongeren et al. 2003), here wavemaker

free-surfacehWM is directly forced (Wei et al. 1999) so that

hWM5 �
i
ai�

j
dij cos(ky,ijy2 2pfit2 xij) , (2)

where ai is the amplitude at each frequency, dij is di-

rectional distribution, ky,ij the alongshore wavenumber,

and xij a uniformly distributed random phase. The am-

plitudes ai are derived from the sea surface elevation

spectrum. The frequency-dependent directional distri-

bution dij is given by Gaussian distribution centered

about u(f ) with width related to su( f) that reproduces

the observed directional spread (Feddersen et al. 2011).

The model wavemaker is forced at many randomly

spaced discrete frequencies between 0.06 , f , 0.25Hz

at an average frequency resolution of 0.0004Hz. The

randomly spaced frequencies make the wavemaker re-

currence much longer than the model simulation. At the

wavemaker, kh varied between 0.86 and 1.0 at the mean

incident frequency [within the Nwogu (1993) limits] and

a/h varied between 0.04 and 0.11 (on 1113). The realistic

modeled incident directional wave field allows for vor-

ticity generation at the short length scales of individual

short-crested breaking waves and longer wave group

scales. Note that the Boussinesq approximation requires

that horizontal length scales are greater than the depth.

With typical surfzone depths of,2.5m, departures from

the Boussinesq approximation might not be negligible

for eddies with short length scales (,10m).

For each case example, the model was run for 8000 s,

and model output is analyzed over the last 5000 s. The

3000 s allowed for model spinup was sufficient for mean-

square vorticity to equilibrate similar to other surfzone

simulations (Feddersen et al. 2011).Modeled frequency-

dependent wave spectral quantities and ‘‘bulk’’ sea–

swell band wave quantities such as significant wave

height Hs are calculated with the same estimation

methods as the field observations (section 2). The mean

alongshore current V is the time-averaged y. Note that

the funwaveC model velocity in the surfzone is essen-

tially vertically uniform, whereas the velocity observa-

tions were made at depths between 0.4 and 1.0m above

the bed (Feddersen and Guza 2003).

b. Nonlinear shallow-water equation model

The time-dependent, rigid-lid NSWE model with

steady alongshore forcing used by Noyes et al. (2005) is

also described briefly here. This model is similar to those

used previously (e.g., Allen et al. 1996; Slinn et al. 1998).

The model rigid-lid continuity equation is $ � (hu) 5 0,

and themomentum equation is similar to (1) with Fd and

Fbr set to zero. This model averages over incident wave

time scales and does not include wave–current in-

teraction. The steady alongshore wave forcing is given

by Fy 5 2r21dSxy/dx, where Sxy is derived from a wave

and roller transformation model [see Ruessink et al.

(2001) for details] that best fits the wave observations

(Noyes et al. 2005). The alongshore domain width was

either 1000 or 1500m with alongshore periodic bound-

ary conditions. The model grid spacing was 2.5m in both

x and y. Full details can be found in Noyes et al. (2005).

4. Results: Model data comparison

a. Significant wave height Hs and mean alongshore
current V

As a precondition to testing the model’s ability to

accurately simulate the surfzone eddy field, model data

comparison is performed for bulk parameters such as
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significant wave heightHs and mean alongshore current

V. For the four case examples, the 8-m depth incidentHs

varied between 0.78 and 2.70m, and peak frequency fp
varied between 0.12 and 0.16Hz (Table 1). In all four

cases, the frequency spread varied between 0.04 and

0.05Hz. The bulk (energy weighted) (Kuik et al. 1988)

mean wave angle juj varied between 118 and 378, and the

bulk directional spread su varied between 418 and 548
(Table 1). However, at any sea–swell frequency, the

mean angle and directional spread were less than 258
and 308, respectively. Note that these incident spectra are

broader in frequency and direction than the analytical

spectra used by Long and €Ozkan-Haller (2009) to derive

their wave group envelope.

On 0828, the incident (8-m depth) Hs 5 0.78m, wave

breaking begins between A1 and A2, and the model

reproduces the observed cross-shore structure of Hs

(Fig. 2a). The mean alongshore current V is near zero

offshore of the surfzone, with surfzone maximum

jVj ’ 0.45 m s21, and the cross-shore structure is well

reproduced by the model (Fig. 2b). The model similarly

reproduces the observed Hs (Figs. 2d,g,j) and V on the

other three days (Figs. 2e,h,k). On 1101, the larger in-

cidentHs5 1.48m results in wave breaking just offshore

ofA2, driving a strong, narrow surfzone alongshore current

jet with maximum jVj ’ 1ms21. On 1113, the large in-

cident Hs 5 2.70ms21 resulted in a wide surfzone that

encompassed all five alongshore arrays (Fig. 2g)with broad

relatively strong alongshore current (jVj $ 0.5ms21) at

each (Fig. 2h). On 1117, incident Hs 5 0.96m with wave

breaking just offshore of A2 (Fig. 2j), and the large in-

cident wave angle drives relatively strong jetlike surfzone

currents up to jVj’ 0.75ms21 (Fig. 2l). In contrast to the

simple one-dimensional modeled Hs(x) and V(x) struc-

ture in Noyes et al. (2005), funwaveC model parameters

were not tuned here to minimize model data error. The

Hs is most poorly modeled on 1113, likely due to poorly

known bathymetry as the morphology can evolve rapidly

during large wave events.

b. Frequency–alongshore wavenumber spectra
E(f, ky)

Here, the funwaveC model-derived frequency–

alongshore wavenumber spectra E(f, ky) of cross-shore

velocity are compared to the observed E(f, ky) reported

in Noyes et al. (2005) at alongshore arrays within and

seaward of the surfzone.Recall that the funwaveCmodel

generates eddies through both short-crested and wave

TABLE 1. Observed incident (8-m depth) wave parameters for the

four SandyDuck case examples. In all cases, the energy-weighted

frequency spread was between 0.04 and 0.05Hz.

Date fp (Hz) Hs (m) juj su

0828 0.12 0.78 148 418
1101 0.12 1.49 218 548
1113 0.13 2.70 118 528
1117 0.16 0.96 378 458

FIG. 2. (top) Modeled (funwaveC) and observed (symbols) significant wave heightHs curves, (middle) mean alongshore currentV, and

(bottom) depth h vs x in FRF coordinates for the four cases in Noyes et al. (2005) for (columns from left to right) 0828, 1101, 1113, and

1117. The shoreline location varies between x 5 107 and 115m.
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group breaking wavemechanisms. In addition, the steady-

forcing NSWE model results of Noyes et al. are also

presented to highlight the difference between a model

that generates eddies only by a shear instability and the

wave-resolving model that includes all mechanisms. As

previously done (Noyes et al. 2005; Long and €Ozkan-

Haller 2009), the E(f, ky) are only presented and

compared in the downstream direction (i.e., with the

alongshore current) as the rotation energy propagation

is far larger in the downstream than upstream direction

(Noyes et al. 2004).

On 0828 at the surfzone A1 location, the funwaveC

E(f, ky) is qualitatively more similar to the observations

than the NSWE (Figs. 3a–c). The NSWE E(f, ky) is

a narrow ridge with energy concentrated at lower

ky (,0.01m21) and f (,0.004Hz), in contrast to the

broader f and ky range of E(f, ky) (up to ky 5 0.024m21

and f 5 0.02Hz) in the funwaveC and observed. At a

FIG. 3. SandyDuck experiment (0828) cross-shore velocity alongshore wavenumber frequency spectra E(f, ky) for

(left) NSWEmodeled, (center) funwaveC modeled, and (right) observed at cross-shore locations (top) A1 surfzone,

(middle) A2 just seaward of the surfzone, and (bottom) A3 well seaward of the surfzone. The gravity wave region

bounded by the mode zero edge wave dispersion is blanked out to the left of each panel. The local-mean alongshore

current V (solid line) is given in the legend. The format of the figures is based on Noyes et al. (2005). The contour

spacing is every 102/5.
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specific ky, the funwaveC and observed E(f, ky) ridge

is wider in frequency than the NSWE E(f, ky). At A2

(Fig. 3, middle row), located just seaward of the

surfzone, NSWE energy is reduced significantly to very

low ky, whereas the funwaveC and observed E(f, ky) are

more qualitatively consistent. At A3 (bottom row of Fig.

3), the energy is weak everywhere. As discussed byNoyes

et al. (2005), the E(f, ky) ridge slope generally is consis-

tent with the localV (solid line in Fig. 3) at the three cross-

shore locations, in contrast to equilibratedweakly nonlinear

shear wave theory (Feddersen 1998). These results are

qualitatively consistent with the wave group model results

of Long and €Ozkan-Haller (2009), who showed that for an

unstable alongshore current, the E(f, ky) extended to lar-

ger ky when groups were present relative to no groups.

The features in the NSWE, funwaveC, and observed

qualitative E(f, ky) comparison are similar on other

days. On 1101 within the surfzone at A1 and A2, the

observed E(f, ky) has a broad ridge with slope similar to

the local V that extends to large ky 5 0.024m21 and

higher f 5 0.02Hz (Figs. 4c,f). The funwaveC modeled

surfzone E(f, ky) have similar features as the observed

(Figs. 4c,f). In contrast, the NSWE E(f, ky) have narrow

ridges limited to ky # 0.01m21 (Figs. 4a,d). Seaward of

the surfzone at A3 and A4, the observed and funwaveC

E(f, ky) is limited to lower frequencies (largely f ,
0.005Hz) but a broad range of ky (Figs. 4h,i,k,l). The A3

and A4 NSWE E(f, ky) is also confined to lower fre-

quencies, but not a broad range of ky (Figs. 4g,j).

These surfzone features (Figs. 3 and 4) also are clearly

seen in the very wide (spanning A1–A5) surfzone of

1113 (Fig. 5). The observed E(f, ky) has a broad ridge

that extends to large ky 5 0.024m21 and higher f 5
0.025Hz (Fig. 5, right column). The funwaveC E(f, ky)

are consistent with the observed (Fig. 5, middle column),

whereas theNSWEE(f, ky) are again narrow ridges with

reduced energy at larger ky and f (Fig. 5, left column).

Both model and observed E(f, ky) ridge slopes are

consistent with the local V at all arrays.

On 1117, observed E(f, ky) could not be estimated at

A1, located mid surfzone near themaximumV (Fig. 2k).

Thus, the comparison is performed only at A2–A4 (Fig.

6). At the outer surfzone A2 (Fig. 2j), the observed and

funwaveC E(f, ky) are similar and have general features

consistent with the other case examples.AtA2, theNSWE

model E(f, ky) is most qualitatively similar to the ob-

served of all the surfzone array cases. Although the ridge

is not sufficiently broad, significant NSWE energy is

present at higher ky (up to 0.02m21, Fig. 6a) than all

other case examples. Seaward of the surfzone at A3 and

A4, the observed, funwaveC, and NSWE E(f, ky) have

similar features to the other seaward of the surfzone lo-

cations in the other case examples.

c. Rotational velocities

At surfzone locations, the funwaveCmodeledE(f, ky)

is qualitatively far more consistent with the observed

E(f, ky) than is the NSWE modeled E(f, ky) (Figs. 3–6).

The comparison is now made quantitative by comparing

the rotational velocities urot and yrot associated with these

E(f, ky) across all case example days within and seaward of

the surfzone. Observed, NSWE modeled, and funwaveC

modeled rms rotational (i.e., vortical) velocities urot and

yrot are calculated by integrating the respective E(f, ky)

over the nongravity wave region between f 5 0.00165Hz

and f 5 0.05Hz and over alongshore wavenumber ky
outside of the gravity wave region and taking a square root

[see Noyes et al. (2004), for processing details]. This pro-

cedure removes irrotational infragravity wave energy,

leaving only rotational (eddy) velocity contributions.

At surfzone locations, the observed urot varies be-

tween 0.08 and 0.21m s21 and yrot between 0.07 and

0.16m s21 (black asterisks in Fig. 7). The funwaveC

model rotational velocities are similar to the surfzone

observed urot and yrot (Figs. 7a,b, respectively), with

combined urot and yrot rms errors of 0.045m s21 and

small bias. The funwaveCmodel rotational velocity skill

is 0.87. Skill (relative to zero prediction) is defined as

(Feddersen et al. 2011)

skill5 12 h[u(obs)rot 2 u
(m)
rot ]

2

1 [y
(obs)
rot 2 y

(m)
rot ]

2i/h[u(obs)rot ]21 [y
(obs)
rot ]2i ,

where superscripts (m) and (obs) denote model and

observed quantities, respectively, and angle brackets

denote an average over all surfzone observations. The

NSWE model generally underpredicts the observed surf-

zone urot and yrot significantly (Figs. 7c,d) with larger

combined rms errors 0.085ms21, large bias, and skill of

0.55. Seaward of the surfzone locations (circles in Fig. 7),

urot and yrot are#0.04ms21, much weaker than within the

surfzone. The funwaveC and NSWE model rotational

velocities are similar to the observed seaward of the surf-

zone urot and yrot. Note that the combined u and y seaward

of the surfzone rms errors are larger for funwaveC

(0.02ms21) than for the NSWE model (0.01ms21).

5. Results: Vorticity

The ability of the funwaveC model to reproduce the

observed surfzone eddy field (section 4) means that

funwaveC can be used to diagnose the dominant pro-

cesses generating surfzone eddies. The model sea sur-

face elevation h and perturbation vorticity v0 snapshots
for 0828 are shown in Fig. 8 as an example of the
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FIG. 4. SandyDuck experiment (1101) cross-shore velocity alongshore wavenumber frequency spectra E(f, ky) for (left) NSWE

modeled, (middle) funwaveC modeled, and (right) observed at cross-shore locations (from top to bottom) A1–A4. See Fig. 3 for further

details.
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FIG. 5. SandyDuck experiment (1113) cross-shore velocity alongshore wavenumber–frequency spectra

E(f, ky) for (left) NSWE modeled, (middle) funwaveC modeled, and (right) observed at cross-shore

locations (from top to bottom) A1–A5 that are all within the surfzone. See Fig. 3 for further details.
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modeled surfzone eddy field. The perturbation vorticity

v0 is defined as the difference from the time- and

alongshore-averaged mean vorticity. A broadbanded,

obliquely incident, and directionally spread wave field

approaches the beach with wave breaking beginning at

approximately xb 5 190m (Fig. 8a). Within the surfzone

(dashed line in Fig. 8a), perturbation vorticity v0 is

present at a broad range of length scales between 20 and

100m. (Fig. 8b). Occasionally, eddies (patches of v0)
are ejected seaward from the surfzone [see (x, y) 5
(230, 20)m in Fig. 8b]. Note that for the case examples,

the frequency spectra of surfzone vorticity (and potential

vorticity) are red with most variance occurring well be-

low the incident wave frequency range. The dominant

forcing mechanisms for these eddies are examined next.

Vorticity v and perturbation vorticity v0 are the natural

variables to diagnose competing surfzone eddy genera-

tion mechanisms as they correspond only to the (rota-

tional) eddies and not the (irrotational) sea swell and

infragravity band wave motions. Note, however, that

examination of vorticity over velocity emphasizes shorter

length scales.

FIG. 6. SandyDuck experiment (1117) cross-shore velocity alongshore wavenumber–frequency spectraE(f, ky) for

(left) NSWEmodeled, (middle) funwaveCmodeled, and (right) observed at cross-shore locations (top)A2, (middle)

A3, and (bottom) A4. See Fig. 3 for further details.
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a. Mean squared perturbation vorticity budget

Todiagnose the relative importance of shear instabilities

or breaking wave vorticity forcing to the surfzone eddy

field, the mean square perturbation vorticity v02 (where

the overbar represents an average) is examined. Beginning

with the shallow-water-based vorticity equation, removing

the mean, multiplying by v0, and averaging yields the v02

evolution equation (e.g., Salmon 1998):

1

2

›v02

›t
1 . . . 52v0u0

d2V

dx2
1v0$3Fbr 1

. . . , (3)

where the first and second terms on the rhs of (3) are the

shear instability and breaking wave contributions, re-

spectively. Other terms not shown in (3) are the advec-

tion and vortex stretching terms that transform but do

not generate eddies and the bottom-friction-induced v02

decay. The equation for v02 is considered here for

simplicity, but the equation for mean square perturba-

tion potential vorticity, considered by Long and €Ozkan-

Haller (2009) who integrated across the surfzone, yields

identical results, as does examining the magnitude of

terms in the perturbation vorticity equation. The first

and second terms on the rhs of (3) are estimated from

the 1-Hz model output with the overbar representing

both a time average (over last 5000 s of model run) and

an alongshore average over the domain, implying that

f(x, y, t)5f(x). Thus, both rotational and irrotational

motions contribute to u0v0. The results are nearly iden-

tical if the perturbation rotational velocity u0 (which

only has a low-frequency component), derived from

a rotational–irrotational velocity decomposition (Spydell

and Feddersen 2009), is used instead of the full u0.
The breaking wave vorticity forcing (v0$3Fbr)

dominates over the shear instability mechanism

(v0u0d2V/dx2) at all cross-shore locations and for all case

FIG. 7. Modeled vs observed rotational velocities (left) urot and (right) yrot for (a),(b) funwaveC and (c),(d) NSWE

at locations within (black asterisks) and seaward (red circles) of the surfzone. The black line represents the 1:1

relationship.
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examples (cf. blue- and green-dashed curves in Fig. 9).

Within the surfzone, the breaking wave term has

a magnitude from 1025 to 6 3 1025 s23 across all days.

On all days, the shear instability term is negligible

compared to the breaking wave term (Fig. 9). On 0828,

1101, and 1117, the breaking wave term is 100 times

larger in magnitude than the shear production term

when averaged across the surfzone. On 1113, the

breaking wave term is three orders of magnitude larger.

Although the mean alongshore current shear dV/dx can

be quite large (up to 0.01 s21), surfzone eddies in these

four case examples were generated by the curl of

breaking wave forcing and not by shear instability.

b. Alongshore length scales of vorticity forcing and
vorticity

Given that the shear instability mechanism is negli-

gible relative to the breaking wave vorticity forcing in

driving surfzone eddies, the remaining question is: what

is the relative importance of wave group forcing (with

long alongshore length scales) or individual breaking

waves (with shorter length scales) in driving surfzone

eddies? This question is addressed by examining the

cross-surfzone-averaged (indicated with a hat) along-

shore wavenumber spectra of the breaking wave vor-

ticity forcing Ê$3Fbr
(ky) and the vorticity Êv(ky). Owing

to the cross-shore averaging and to account for vortex

stretching effects, potential vorticity j 5 v/d and break-

ing wave potential vorticity forcing d21$ 3 Fbr, where

d 5 h 1 h, are calculated from the model output. At

a particular cross-shore location, the alongshore wave-

number spectra of potential vorticity Ej(x, ky) and

breaking wave potential vorticity forcing Ed21$3Fbr
(x, ky)

are estimated by time-averaging 1-Hz alongshore pe-

riodograms over the 5000 s of model output at various

cross-shore surfzone locations. These spectra are then

cross-shore averaged from the shoreline to the ‘‘break-

point’’ to arrive at a single surfzone-averaged spectra,

FIG. 8. Horizontal x, y snapshot of modeled (a) sea surface elevation h and (b) perturbation vorticity v0 for 0828 at
t 5 5000 s into the model simulation. The shoreline is at approximately x 5 110m, and the black dashed line (xb 5
190m) is the approximate outer limit of the surfzone. Only a subset of the model domain is shown. Note the broad

range of perturbation vorticity length scales within the surfzone.
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indicated with a caret, that is, Êj(ky). The cross-surfzone-

averaged potential vorticity spectrum is converted to

a vorticity spectrum by multiplying by the mean surfzone

water depth squared d̂2, for example,

Êv(ky)5 Êj(x,ky)d̂
2 . (4)

Similarly the cross-surfzone-averaged breaking wave

potential vorticity forcing is converted to the forcing

spectrum Ê$3Fbr
(ky) by multiplying by d̂2. The results do

not change if the cross-shore-averaged vorticity or po-

tential vorticity is used.

In all case examples, Ê$3Fbr
(ky) is broad in ky (Fig. 10,

left column). On 0828, 1101, and 1113, Ê$3Fbr
(ky) is

white (flat) for ky , 0.02m, has a maximum roughly

twice the background value between 0.05, ky, 0.12m21

[denoted by vertical arrows in Figs. 10a(1), 10b(1), and

10d(1)], and decays at higher ky. On 1113 with a wide

surfzone, Ê$3Fbr
(ky) is essentially white at all ky. For all

case examples, between 80% (0828 and 1101) and 90%

(1117) of the $ 3 Fbr variance is at ky . 0.05m21,

equivalent to alongshore length scales ,20m. The

vorticity forcing magnitude varies significantly cross surf-

zone, but the spectral shape does not (red dashed lines in

Fig. 10, left). Therefore, the forcing length scales do not

vary significantly across the surfzone.

The surfzone-averaged vorticity spectrum Êv(ky) that

results from the vorticity forcing is generally red at ky .
1022m21 with a steep falloff at ky . 1021m21 (Fig. 10,

right). Although vorticity forcing is concentrated at ky.
0.05m21 (,20m length scale), longer length scales

contribute to vorticity variance. Between 75% (1113)

and 40% (0828) of the vorticity variance is at ky .
0.01m s21 (,100m scales). The red vorticity spectrum

can indicate 2D turbulence with nonlinear energy

transfers from the higher ky (.0.05m21) vorticity forc-

ing to lower ky (e.g., Tabeling 2002) or may indicate an

amplified vorticity response to forcing at smaller ky (e.g.,

MacMahan et al. 2010).

The detailed structure of Êv(ky) varies across case

example days with no consistent Êv(ky)} kgy power-law

structure (indicated with dashed–dotted lines in Fig. 10,

right). The Êv(ky) power-law exponent g has a shift near

the maximum in the vorticity forcing for the three case

examples (0828, 1101, and 1117) with a clear vorticity

forcingmaximum (Figs. 10,a,b,d). In classic 2D turbulence

forced at a single kF (e.g., Kraichnan and Montgomery

1980), the velocity spectrum Ey(ky) has power-law expo-

nent 25/3 at k , kF (energy cascade regime) and power-

law exponent23 at k. kF (enstrophy cascade regime).

In an isotropic flow, vorticity and velocity wavenumber

spectrum are related by Êv(ky)} k2yÊy(ky), the 25/3

energy cascade power-law exponent corresponds to g5
1/3, and the 23 enstrophy cascade exponent corre-

sponds to g 5 21. Although the surfzone-averaged

Êv(ky) exhibit characteristics of 2D turbulence, classic

energy g5 1/3 or enstrophy g521 cascade regimes are

not regularly exhibited (Fig. 10, right). This is discussed

in section 6.

6. Discussion

A model must accurately simulate both magnitude

and length scales of the surfzone eddies to properly

represent surfzone tracer mixing. The qualitative simi-

larity across all kybetween funwaveC and observedE(f, ky)

(Figs. 3–6) and the quantitative similarity between urot
and yrot (Fig. 7) indicates that the funwaveC model is

FIG. 9. The breaking wave forcing jv0$3Fbrj (blue) and shear

instability jv0u0d2V/dx2j (green dashed) term magnitude in the

mean perturbation vorticity squared budget (3) vs FRF cross-shore

coordinate x for the four case examples: (a) 0828, (b) 1101, (c) 1113,

and (d) 1117.
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accurately simulating the surfzone eddy field during

these four SandyDuck case examples. This is consistent

with the funwaveC model–data comparison from the

HB06 experiment (Feddersen et al. 2011),which com-

pared urot and yrot derived from a different estimator

(Lippmann et al. 1999), as E(f, ky) could not be esti-

mated. It is also consistent with the funwaveC re-

producing the HB06 experiment observed tracer-derived

surfzone diffusivity (Clark et al. 2011).

With a WR model, the extrinsic breaking wave vor-

ticity forcing was found to completely dominate over the

intrinsic shear instability mechanism through an analysis

of the mean squared perturbation vorticity (Fig. 9). In

contrast, with a group-forcedWAmodel for an idealized

moderate V surfzone example, Long and €Ozkan-Haller

(2009) found that breaking wave vorticity forcing and

shear instability contributed approximately equally

through a similar analysis. This difference likely is due to

the WA model not including the forcing at short scales

(particularly,20m) that dominates the forcing variance

(Fig. 10, left). However, for all four cases here, the in-

cident wave field was broader in frequency (2 times) and

in wave directional spread than the case considered by

Long and €Ozkan-Haller, which would enhance the

breaking wave vorticity forcing relative to shear in-

stability. However, these four cases also had large V and

strong shear, which is linked to enhancing shear in-

stability (e.g., Dodd and Thornton 1990). Given the

FIG. 10. The cross-surfzone mean (solid blue) and 6 standard deviation (red dashed) of (left) breaking wave

vorticity forcing Ê$3Fbr
and (right) vorticity Êv spectra (4) vs alongshore wavenumber ky for (a) 0828, (b) 1101,

(c) 1113, and (d) 1117. In the left column, the vertical arrows in (a1),(b1), and (d1) indicate the wavenumber when

a distinct maximum Ê$3Fbr
occurs. On 1113, there was no distinct maximum. In the right column, the dashed–dotted

lines indicate approximate power law regions in which Ev } kgy , where the g value is indicated near the dashed line.

The Nyquist wavenumber is ky 5 0.4m21.
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dominance of the breaking wave vorticity forcing over

these strong shear conditions, one may conclude that in

most natural surfzones the shear instability eddy gen-

eration mechanism is negligible relative to the breaking

wave forcing in the vorticity dynamics, with possible

exceptions for very narrowbanded, highly oblique large

incident waves.

Wave breaking forces vorticity predominantly at

,20m scales (Fig. 10, left). Some fraction of this vor-

ticity forcing is dissipated through bottom friction, and

some fraction must be transferred to longer scales

(smaller ky) through a nonlinear 2D turbulent eddy

cascade that could create a broad vorticity sprectrum.

Vorticity forcing at these relatively short scales is con-

sistent with the presence of surfzone eddies with length

scales 10–50m inferred from the two-particle diffusivity

estimated with observed and modeled surfzone drifters

when V 5 0m s21 (Spydell et al. 2007; Spydell and

Feddersen 2009). It is also consistent with eddy energy

present out to ky5 0.05m21 inWR transient rip current

modeling (Johnson and Pattiaratchi 2006). This in-

terpretation contrasts with a wave-averaged VLF surf-

zone eddy model directly forced by wave groups when

V ’ 0m s21 (MacMahan et al. 2010). This linear wave

group model, which neglects nonlinear energy transfers,

generates rms surfzone eddy velocities correlated with,

but 40% larger than, observed (MacMahan et al. 2010).

However, except for a single case example, eddy length

scales were not generally examined.

Wave group models generally require that the in-

cident wave spectrum be narrow in frequency and di-

rection (e.g., Van Dongeren et al. 2003; Reniers et al.

2004). This implies that, for near-normally incident

mean wave angles, Dky/jkj � 1, where jkj and Dky are the
mean wavenumber magnitude and spread of the in-

cident wave alongshore wavenumber spectrum. For the

incident wave parameters (Table 1), the mean wave-

length 2pjkj21 ranges between 50 and 70m. This implies

that the alongshore group scale must be much greater

than this wavelength for a wave group model to accu-

rately represent the groups. However, for these cases, the

directional spread (Table 1) is so large that the narrow-

banded requirements of the model are violated.

Given the short length scales (ky . 0.05m21) of the

WR breaking wave vorticity forcing, this suggests that

a WA model with group forcing may not accurately

simulate eddy length scales smaller than the surfzone

width (here ;100m) that are important to surfzone

mixing (e.g., Spydell et al. 2007; Clark et al. 2010, 2012).

The vorticity spectrum is often red, and the vorticity

source at longer scales is uncertain, which may be due to

a 2D turbulence inverse energy cascade bringing energy

to smaller ky or may result from an amplified vorticity

response to direct forcing at smaller ky (MacMahan et al.

2010).

As 2D turbulence is not a ‘‘wave’’ with a distinct dis-

persion relationship, it is naturally studied in wave-

number space (e.g., Kraichnan and Montgomery 1980).

Both Noyes et al. (2005) and Long and €Ozkan-Haller

(2009) discussed that alongshore eddy advection yields

aE(f, ky) ridge slope approximately equal to the localV.

More specifically, for an assumed ‘‘frozen’’ turbulence

field, alongshore eddy advection induces a ‘‘Taylor hy-

pothesis’’ mapping from wavenumber to frequency via

f 5 kyV, giving the appearance of a shear wave disper-

sion relationship (e.g., Oltman-Shay et al. 1989; Noyes

et al. 2004). This explains why VLF (f , 0.004Hz) en-

ergy is observed to be prevalent during weak V condi-

tions (MacMahan et al. 2010). With this interpretation,

VLF energy is not dynamically distinct from infragravity

band (IG: 0.004 , f , 0.03Hz) rotational energy. With

the same eddy field, but stronger V, eddy ky variability

would be mapped to a higher frequency than the ob-

servedVLF. Theobserved and funwaveCmodeledE(f,ky)

ridge frequency broadening at higher ky (see A1 on

0828, Fig. 3) possibly could be explained by oscillating

advection of larger ky motions by smaller ky motions

resulting in increasing frequency spreading (e.g.,

Lumley and Terray 1983).

The near-white Ê$3Fbr
(ky) spectrum with a high ky

(.0.1m21) falloff (Fig. 10, left) is approximately con-

sistent with surfzone stochastic vorticity forcing with an

O(10)-m length scale. This also is consistent breaking-

wave-induced vorticity changes observed at similar

length scales (Clark et al. 2012). This suggests that the

effect of short-crested breaking wave vorticity genera-

tion could be stochastically parameterized within

a wave-averaged model, analogous to the stochastic

breaking wave forcing of the mixed layer by Sullivan

et al. (2007). However, the appropriate statistical dis-

tribution of this stochastic forcing and how it depends on

the incident wave field is not understood.

There are many reasons to expect that the surfzone

Êv(ky) does not consistently exhibit 2D turbulence

classic energy or enstrophy cascade regimes (Fig. 10,

right). Classic 2D turbulence (e.g., Kraichnan and

Montgomery 1980; Boffetta and Ecke 2012) assumes

isotropy and forcing at a single wavenumber kF that is

broadly separated between the domain scale and the

scale of enstrophy dissipation. In contrast, the stochastic

vorticity forcing here is broad in wavenumber ky space

and may not be isotropic. In addition, the surfzone is not

isotropic owing to the shoreline boundary and the cross-

shore varying depth. Furthermore, the ;100-m-wide

(except 1113) surfzone region within which eddies are

forced imposes an additional length scale. Last, the sheared
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alongshore current may also deform eddies away from

isotropy. These factors all potentially lead to differences

from classic 2D turbulence, and result in a complex and

interesting eddy field. Future work will examine the

structure of the surfzone eddy field and how eddies

transform as they leave the surfzone where the depth

increases and the forcing ceases.

7. Summary

Here, the wave-resolving (WR) Boussinesq model

funwaveC is used to simulate four case examples from

the SandyDuck field experiment presented by Noyes

et al. (2005). The model funwaveC is initialized with the

observed bathymetry and incident wave energy, mean

direction, and directional spread at each frequency. For

these four cases, the funwaveC model largely re-

produces the predicted cross-shore significant wave

height Hs and mean alongshore current V (section 4a).

The funwaveCmodeledE(f, ky) spectra (section 4b) and

bulk rotational velocities (section 4c) are consistent with

the observations. This gives confidence that the model

can be used to diagnose eddy dynamics. Using the mean

squared perturbation vorticity budget (section 5a),

breaking wave vorticity forcing dominates the shear

instability mechanism, showing that in these cases the

surfzone eddies are not generated by a shear instability

mechanism. As these cases have strong V and large

mean velocity shear, this likely applies to most surf-

zones with possible exceptions for very narrow

banded—in frequency and direction—highly oblique,

incident waves.

The alongshore wavenumber spectra of breaking

wave vorticity forcing is broad with the majority

(.80%) of vorticity forcing occurring at short along-

shore scales (,20m). Only a wave-resolving model can

force vorticity at these scales. However, the alongshore

wavenumber spectra of vorticity is red. This may result

from a 2D turbulence inverse energy cascade bringing

energy from short to long length scales. Yet, the vorticity

spectra did not follow classic 2D turbulence power-law

scalings, possibly due to the broad forcing, the finite

cross-shore forcing region, and cross-shore variable

depth. Alternatively, the red vorticity alongshore

wavenumber spectrum also may result from an ampli-

fied vorticity response to direct forcing at smaller ky.
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